
SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 
COUNTY OF NEW YORK 
-------------------------------------x 
OLEG MITNIK, 

Plaintiff, 

-against-

ANATOLY POTIK and 
RONIT MITNIK, a/k/a INNA POTIK, 
a/k/a RONIT POTIK, 

Defendants. 
-------------------------------------x 

Index No. 

SUMMONS 

To the Persons Named as Defendants Above: 

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE THAT YOU ARE HEREBY SUMMONED to answer the 
complaint of the Plaintiff herein and to serve a copy of your 
answer on the Plaintiff at the address indicated below within 20 
days after the service of this Summons (not counting the day of 
service itself), or within 30 days after service is complete if 
the Summons is not delivered personally to you within the State of 
New York. 

YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED THAT should you fail to answer, a 
judgment will be entered against you by default for the relief 
demanded in the complaint. 

Dated: March 8, 2018 

Anatoly Potik 
46 Woods Drive, East Hills, NY 11576 

Ronit Mitnik 

Dimitry Joffe 
JOFFE LAW P.C. 
230 Park Avenue, 10 Fl. 
New York, NY 10169 
212-309-8711 
Dimitry@joffe.law 
Counsel for Plaintiff 

300 East 56th Street, Apt. 7A, New York, NY 10022 

VENUE: Plaintiff designates New York County as the place of trial. 
The basis of this designation is Plaintiff's residence in New York 
County. 
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 
COUNTY OF NEW YORK 
-~-----------------------------------x 
OLEG MITNIK, 

Plaintiff, 

-against-

ANATOLY POTIK and 
RONIT MITNIK, a/k/a INNA POTIK, 
a/k/a RONIT POTIK, 

Defendants. 
-------------------------------------x 

Index No. 

VERIFIED COMPLAINT 

Plaintiff OLEG MITNIK, by his undersigned counsel, brings 

this Verified Complaint against Defendants ANATOLY POTIK and RONIT 

MITNIK and alleges as follows: 

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT 

1. Plaintiff and Defendant Ronit Mitnik are engaged in "one 

of the most bizarre and bitter New York divorce cases in memory," 

according to the New York Post: a protracted, hotly contested 

court fight raging since 2014 over the custody of their two 

children, their jointly owned homes with $9 million in equity, and 

a $7 million insurance policy on Plaintiff's life with Defendant 

Mitnik as the sole beneficiary. 

2. What makes this case "one of the most bizarre" is a 

shocking murder-for-hire plot that Plaintiff discovered in late 

2015 when he was informed by a middleman that his own father-in-

law, Defendant Potik, who had significant ties to Russian 

organized crime, had put out a $100, 000 contract on Plaintiff's 
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life and had hired a hitman, a Russian mobster from Brooklyn named 

Boris Nayfeld, to kill Plaintiff. 

3. The middleman then offered to arrange a meeting between 

Plaintiff and Nayfeld. Plaintiff alerted law enforcement 

authorities forthwith; agreed to wear a wire to his meetings with 

Nayfeld the Hitman; and had the FBI tap his cellphone. 

4. During Plaintiff's subsequent meetings with Nayfeld, 

Nayfeld offered Plaintiff to buy out the contract on Plaintiff's 

own life for $125,000 instead of the $100,000 offered by Defendant 

Patik, threatening otherwise to carry out the hit on Plaintiff. 

5. During their final meeting on January 14, 2016, 

Plaintiff gave Nayfeld a $50, 000 check as a down payment on his 

own life; Nayfeld called Defendant Patik from Plaintiff's tapped 

cellphone and cancelled the contract; Nayfeld and the middleman 

were then arrested by the FBI on the spot and charged with 

extortion the following day. 

6. Defendant Patik was arrested a week later at the JFK 

airport while trying to board an international flight on a ticket 

purchased 2.5 hours prior to departure, after the FBI's visit to 

his house the day before, and charged with MURDER-FOR-HIRE in a 

criminal complaint U.S. v. Patik, Dkt. No. 1:16-mj-00486-UA, filed 

in the United States District Court for the Southern District of 

New York on January 22, 2016. 

-2-
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7. Defendant Potik then agreed to a plea deal with the 

federal prosecutors and, upon information and belief, actively 

cooperated in law enforcement operations leading to a number of 

high-profile arrests and over 50 indictments of Russian mobsters 

in New York, including "one of the first federal racketeering 

charges ever brought against a Russian 'vor,' or mob boss," 

according to acting Manhattan U.S. Attorney Joon Kim. 

8 . In exchange for Defendant Potik's cooperation, the 

Government had dismissed the murder-for-hire charge and allowed 

him to plead guilty to an unrelated lesser charge. When that plea 

was rejected by the U.S. District Judge Hellerstein as "lacking in 

factual basis" -- not once but twice -- the Government filed nolle 

prosequi and released Defendant Potik for health reasons. 

9. Following the dismissal of the murder-for-hire charge 

against Defendant Potik, his daughter Defendant Mitnik, the chief 

beneficiary of the murder conspiracy, falsely accused Plaintiff in 

making up the story out of whole cloth in order to set up 

Defendant Potik, and even bribing the FBI to that end; Defendants 

continue to disseminate these false and defamatory statements 

about Plaintiff till this day. 

10. All the while, Plaintiff continues to live in constant 

fear for his life, compelled to hire a bodyguard and to obtain a 

concealed carry gun permit. 

-3-
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11. Accordingly, Plaintiff brings this action for the 

negligent infliction of severe emotional and mental distress, 

extreme fear, and overwhelming anxiety that the Defendants' 

actions had caused and continue to cause him, as well as for 

Defendants' injurious falsehoods and defamatory statements which 

were intended to destroy and which are destroying Plaintiff's 

reputation, his relationship with his two children, and his 

children's relationship with each other. 

PARTIES 

12. Plaintiff Oleg Mi tnik ("Plaintiff") is a United States 

citizen of Ukrainian descent. Plaintiff is a ·resident of the 

County and State of New York. 

13. Plaintiff, together with his brother, is the owner of 

TRT International, a Newark, New Jersey, freight-shipping company, 

and a resident of New York City. 

14. Defendant Anatoly Potik ("Defendant Potik") is a United 

States citizen of Russian descent. Defendant Potik is a resident 

of Nassau County and the State of New York. 

15. At all relevant times, Defendant Potik is and was a 

businessman who, upon information and belief, maintains various 

business interests and investments throughout the world, including 

but not limited to the United States, Switzerland, Russia, the 

Ukraine, Israel, Belize and Latvia. 

-4-
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16. Upon information and belief, Defendant Potik, directly 

or indirectly, owns, or is the beneficial owner and/or controls a 

slew of offshore entities, which he uses to conduct illegal 

business in foreign jurisdictions (the "Potik Entities"). 

17. Upon information and belief, Defendant Potik and the 

Potik Entities have long-standing, significant ties to 

international criminal syndicates in the United States, Russia, 

and elsewhere. 

18. Upon information and belief, in particular, Defendant 

Potik and the Patik Entities have ties to both the Russian and 

Italian mafias, and connections to well-known Russian gangsters 

such as Vyacheslav "Yaponchik" Ivankov, "a notorious Russian mafia 

boss and thief in law who was believed to have connections with 

Russian state intelligence organizations and their organized crime 

partners" (Wikipedia) (assassinated in 2009). 

19. Upon information and belief, Defendant Potik's nickname, 

which he is proud of, is "Ganef," which translates from Yiddish as 

thief or crook. 

20. In 1985, Defendant Potik pled guilty to a conspiracy to 

defraud an insurance company of millions of dollars, and served 

four months in jail. See United States v. Potik, 85 Cr. 0402 

(LDW) . 

21. In 2008, the United States Government commenced a 

forfeiture action against assets in a Swiss bank account opened in 

-5-
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the name of ROFIRU International, a Potik Entity, owned by 

Defendant Potik and his wife, Faina Potik, and named after their 

children Ronit, Fima and Ruth. The basis of the ROFIRU action was 

Defendant Potik's alleged involvement in an "international 

securities fraud and mo,ney laundering scheme," and his use of the 

ROFIRU Swiss bank account to launder the proceeds of illegal 

activities. See United States v. Approximately $615,000 Currently 

Located in UBS Bank Account 821179 in the name of ROFIRU 

International, 08-5467 (SDW) . 1 

22. Defendant Potik told Plaintiff that he had used murder 

to resolve business disputes in the past. Likewise, Nayfeld the 

Hitman testified at his plea allocution that Defendant Potik 

"want[ed] to have somebody ki11ed again." October 12, 2016 

Nayfeld' s plea allocution hearing, Tr. 35/19-22 (emphasis added 

throughout) . 

23. Defendant Ronit Mitnik ("Defendant Mitnik") is a United 

States and Israeli citizen. Defendant Mitnik is a resident of the 

County and State of New York. 

24. Defendant Mitnik maintains United States and Israeli 

passports in the names of "Ronit Mitnik," "Ronit Potik" and "Inna 

Potik." 

25. Defendant Mitnik is the daughter of Defendant Potik. 

1 Fima Potik, Defendant Potik's son and the "FI" in "ROFIRU," gained a bit 
of his own notoriety in a $60 million lawsuit against Lindsey Lohan when Ms. 
Lohan's counsel publicly blasted him as a "celebrity leech," "spoiled little 
wannabe trust-fund baby" and a "spoiled little rich brat." New York Post, Lohan 
Siblings Score a Win in $60M Fashion App Case (Nov. 5, 2015). 
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26. Upon information and belief, Defendant Patik transferred 

proceeds of the "international securities fraud and money 

laundering scheme" that was the subject of the RO FI RU action to 

Defendant Mitnik. 

27. Upon information and belief, Defendant Patik caused 

Defendant Mitnik to open bank accounts 

elsewhere utilizing her various passports. 

in Switzerland and 

28. Upon information and belief, Defendant Mitnik has an 

ownership 

Entities. 

interest, beneficial or otherwise, in the Patik 

FACTS 

29. Plaintiff and Defendant Mitnik were married on June 29, 

1996. 

30. A matrimonial action is presently pending between 

plaintiff and Defendant Mitnik in the Supreme Court of the State 

of New York, County of New York, under Index No. 311825/14 (the 

"Divorce Action"). 

31. Plaintiff and Defendant Mitnik are the joint owners, 

with rights of survivorship, of a condominium apartment in 

Manhattan and a vacation home in Quogue, New York (the "Joint 

Homes") . 

32. Upon information and belief, the equity in the Joint 

Homes is approximately $9 million. 

-7-
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33. In advance of the commencement of the Divorce Action, 

Defendant Mitnik importuned Plaintiff to take out two life 

insurance policies on Plaintiff's life, with death benefits 

totaling $7 million, and naming Defendant Mitnik as the sole 

beneficiary thereof. 

34. As of the commencement of the Divorce Action, Defendant 

Mitnik was the sole beneficiary of such life insurance policies on 

the Plaintiff's life that had death benefits of $7 million (the 

"Life Insurance Proceeds") . 

35. Upon information and belief, Defendants conspired 

together, and with others, to assassinate Plaintiff so as to 

terminate the Divorce Action, so that Defendant Mitnik would, by 

operation of law, receive title to the Joint Homes, and the Life 

Insurance Proceeds, and thereby receive in excess of $15 million 

upon Plaintiff's death. 

36. In early 2015, Plaintiff received several threatening 

phone calls from Russian-speaking individuals, who, in sum and 

substance, told him that he "needed to do the right thing" with 

respect to Defendant Mitnik and the Divorce Action, and threatened 

to harm him if he did not. Plaintiff filed an affidavit reporting 

those threats in the Divorce Action in September 2015. 

37. Upon Plaintiff's receipt of such threatening calls, 

Plaintiff changed the beneficiary of the Life Insurance Proceeds 

from Defendant Mitnik to the parties' two children. 

-8-
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38. Upon information and belief, in or about June 2015, 

Defendant Mitnik learned that Plaintiff had changed the 

beneficiary of the Life Insurance Proceeds. 

39. Upon information and belief, upon learning of the 

beneficiary change, Defendant Potik and Defendant Mitnik discussed 

such issue. 

40. Upon learning that Plaintiff had changed the beneficiary 

of the Life Insurance Proceeds, Defendant Mitnik demanded that the 

Court in the Divorce Action compel Plaintiff to rename her as the 

beneficiary of the Life Insurance Proceeds. 

41. As a result of the foregoing, Plaintiff was compelled to 

reinstate Defendant Mitnik as the beneficiary of the Life Insurance 

Proceeds. 

42. Upon information and belief, upon the reinstatement of 

Defendant Mitnik as the sole beneficiary of the Life Insurance 

Proceeds, Defendant Mitnik and Defendant Potik discussed such 

reinstatement. 

43. Upon information and belief, following the reinstatement 

of Defendant Mitnik as the sole beneficiary of the Life Insurance 

Proceeds, Defendant Potik, with the aid, assistance, involvement 

and knowledge of Defendant Mitnik, contracted with Nayfeld to 

assassinate Plaintiff in exchange for the payment of ONE HUNDRED 

THOUSAND ($100,000) DOLLARS. 

-9-
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44. Upon information and belief, Defendant Patik, and/or 

Defendant Mitnik, utilized one of the Patik Entities to pay 

Nayfeld monies to assassinate Plaintiff. 

45. Nayfeld' s notoriety and intimidating personae are well 

known, and detailed in the National Geographic's documentary 

titled Brooklyn's Russian Gangsters, where he is the main 

character. See https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M5RYU3Hmk4k. 

46. The Assistant United States Attorney Andrew Thomas, who 

prosecuted Defendant Patik and Nayfeld, admitted that Nayfeld "had 

a reputation for violence and was a member of Russian organized 

crime who was somebody who would, by his very presence, be 

intimidating and sort of impliedly threatening. /1 (August 21, 2017 

Defendant Potik's plea allocution). 

47. On December 3, 2015, Defendant Patik was deposed by 

Plaintiff's attorneys in the Divorce Action. Immediately following 

his deposition, Defendant Patik went to John F. Kennedy 

International Airport, and flew to Moscow, Russia, on an overnight 

flight. 

48. Upon arriving in Moscow on December 4, 2015, Defendant 

Patik immediately went to Azimut Olympic Hotel in Moscow, Russia, 

and had a personal meeting with Nayfeld there. 

49. Upon information and belief, Defendant Potik's trip to 

Russia was unplanned, and was spurred by his desire to accelerate 

the assassination of Plaintiff. 

-10-
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50. At or around the same time, Defendant Mitnik forbade the 

couple's daughter Gabriella to ride in Plaintiff's car because it 

was "too dangerous," according to Defendant Mitnik, even though it 

was a routine short trip across Central Park to school. Plaintiff's 

daughter had never ridden in Plaintiff's car again since then. 

51. In late 2015, the middleman Kotlyarsky informed 

Plaintiff about the contract on his life between Nayfeld and 

Defendant Potik, and arranged a series of meetings between 

Plaintiff and Nayfeld, on January 8, 11 and 14, 2016, where 

Nayfeld offered Plaintiff to buy out the contract on Plaintiff's 

life for $125,000 instead of the $100,000 offered by Defendant 

Potik. 

52. Nayfeld expressly threatened Plaintiff that if Plaintiff 

refused, he would be killed by Nayfeld and "cleaned up" by 

Nayfeld's associates from St. Petersburg, Russia. 

53. Upon information and belief, on January 11, 2016, when 

Plaintiff and Nayfeld were meeting for the second time, Defendant 

Mitnik checked in the New York Presbyterian Medical Center with a 

panic attack. 

54. At the final meeting in a Brighton Beach restaurant on 

January 14, 2016, Plaintiff gave a $50,000 check to Nayfeld as a 

down payment on his own life, and Nayfeld called Defendant Potik 

from Plaintiff's cellphone tapped by the FBI and cancelled the 

hit. The FBI then arrested both Nayfeld and Kotlyarsky (Nayfeld 

-11-
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uttered an expletive and tore up the check when apprehended), and 

the two were then charged with extortion by a criminal complaint 

filed in the Southern District of New York on January 15, 2016. 

55. Upon information and belief, on January 16, 2016 -- the 

next day after Nayfeld' s and Kotlyarsky' s arrest but prior to 

being contacted by the FBI about it -- Defendant Patik met with 

and retained a criminal defense attorney. Upon information and 

belief, Defendant Mitnik accompanied Defendant Patik to his 

January 16 meeting with counsel. 

56. Upon information and belief, on January 20, 2016, FBI 

Special Agent Hardison visited Defendant Potik's house; Defendant 

Patik was not home, and Agent Hardison left his business card. 

Upon information and belief, Agent Hardison then called Defendant 

Potik's number and was told to speak with Defendant Potik's 

counsel, which counsel called Agent Hardison later that day and 

left a message. 

57. Late at night on January 20, 2016, Defendant Mitnik 

approached Plaintiffs in their Manhattan apartment and told him, 

in sum and substance, that Plaintiff could have just paid and that 

Defendant Mi tnik would entertained a proposed settlement of the 

divorce case if Plaintiff would tell law enforcement he had made 

things up. 

58. On January 21, 2016, Defendant Potik "purchased a same

day, last-minute international flight out of the United States, 

-12-
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approximately two and a half hours before its departure, and was 

detained and then ·arrested at the [JFK] airport attempting to 

leave the country." (Transcript of Defendant Potik's bail hearing, 

Feb. 3, 2016, Tr. 4/10-17). 

59. On January 22, 2016, Defendant Potik was charged with 

MURDER-FOR-HIRE in a criminal complaint U.S. v. Potik, Dkt. No. 

1:16-mj-00486-UA, sworn to by FBI Special Agent Luke Hardison and 

filed in the United States District Court for the Southern 

District of New York on January 22, 2016. 

60. A true and correct copy of the Criminal Complaint is 

attached as Exhibit A hereto. The Criminal Complaint cites, inter 

alia, video- and audio-recordings of meetings and conversations 

between Nayfeld and Defendant Potik. 

61. The Criminal Complaint stated that the charges were 

based on the FBI's physical surveillance and "a review of a draft 

English-language translation of the January 14, 2016 telephone 

call from the Victim Cellphone to ANATOLY POTIK." Criminal 

Complaint ~ 16, Ex. A. 2 

62. According to Agent Harding's review of the translated 

transcript of that call, "the Hitman said aloud, in substance and 

in part, (1) Forget about your son-in-law, (2) I intend to get 

2 According to the complaint, "[w] ith the Victim's consent, the government 
intercepted and recorded telephone communications made through a cellphone used 
by the Victim ('Victim Cellphone') . " Id. at 10. 

-13-
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everything to the last penny from you, and ( 3) I will see you 

soon." Id. ! 16(c), Ex. A. 3 

63. The Criminal Complaint also referred to another tape on 

which Defendant Potik spoke with Nayfeld the Hitman about killing 

Plaintiff, id. ! 17, Ex. A. That tape was not made by the FBI but 

provided by Nayfeld's relative. 

64. The Criminal Complaint also cites a video-recording of 

Defendant Potik's meeting with Nayfeld in a Moscow hotel on 

December 4, 2015. Id. !! 8-9, Ex. A. 

65. At Defendant Potik's February 3, 2016 bail hearing, the 

Government identified at least "three particular either outright 

untruths or misdirections that Mr. Potik provided Pretrial": 

The first one is that Mr. Potik told Pretrial that 
his most recent foreign trip was three months 
earlier. That is false. Mr. Potik had made at least 
five foreign trips in the last three months. 
Second, Mr. Potik denied having any criminal 
history. That's false. He was convicted of fraud in 
the 1980's. And, third, Mr. Potik claimed 
unemployment and no income, and he says this 
obviously in light of defense submission today that 
he repeatedly travels for business. Those business 
interests presumably produce some form of income, 
and the Government has evidence that Mr. Potik is 
the signatory on multiple corporate accounts and 

3 In a complaint against Nayfeld and Kotlyarsky, filed in the same court on 
January 16, 2016, the United States Attorney's Office for the Southern District 
of New York charged them with conspiracy to commit Hobbs Act extortion and Hobbs 
Act extortion. FBI Special Agent Luke Hardison stated in paragraph lS(b) of that 
complaint: "The Victim [Plaintiff Mitnik] asked NAYFELD [Hitman], in substance 
and in part, for assurances that the Victim would be safe. NAYFELD agreed to 
call the Businessman [Defendant Potik]. The Victim dialed the Businessman's 
number on the Victim's Cellphone, and handed the Victim Cellphone to NAYFELD. 
NAYFELD said aloud, in substance and in part, do not touch the Victim or I will 
harm you. 11 
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which accounts in the last three years have wired 
money to numerous locations around the world. 

66. Defendant Patik was released on a $20 million bail, with 

home confinement and electronic monitoring. Thereafter, upon 

information and belief, Defendant Potik cooperated with the United 

States government in connection with law enforcement operations 

and investigations, and was permitted to attempt to plead guilty 

to a lesser charge, ultimately avoiding prison time altogether, in 

exchange for his cooperation with the Government and his active 

assistance in helping to break up several large Russian Mafia's 

schemes. 

67. In particular, after charging Defendant Patik in the 

Criminal Complaint in January 2016, and after six consensual 

extensions while that Criminal Complaint was pending, the 

Government dismissed that Complaint on June 8, 2016 -- but not 

before filing a new criminal information against Defendant Patik 

with a lesser charge and before a different judge on June 7, 2016. 

68. In its application to seal the docket in that new case, 

the Government expressly cited Defendant Potik's safety and 

"active 1.aw enforcement operations and investigations" that would 

be in jeopardy if the docket were not sealed. 

69. The Government subsequently filed a superseding 

indictment with a different, lesser charge of a "misprision of 

felony." 
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70. When Defendant Potik attempted to plead guilty to that 

charge, Judge Hellerstein rejected his plea, holding in his 

September 16, 2017 Order Rejecting Plea: 

A defendant is permitted to plead guilty to a lesser 
offense where the Government offers him that choice, 
but the factual basis for that plea cannot be 
manufactured by the lawyers involved in the case; it 
must be based on reality. That basis in reality is 
absent in this case. For these reasons, I reject 
Potik's plea of guilty. 

71. On December 8, 2017, Judge Hellerstein denied Potik' s 

motion for reconsideration, rejecting his attempt to plead guilty 

for the second time. 

72. On December 11, 2017, the Government filed nolle 

prosequi, choosing not to prosecute Defendant Potik for medical 

reasons. 

73. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Government charged 

Nayfeld and Kotlyarsky and accepted their guilty pleas on the 

basis of the Murder-For-Hire plot, to which both Nayfeld and 

Kotlyarsky testified in their plea allocutions, which allocutions 

were prepared with and/or endorsed by the Government. 

74. Upon information and belief, during the same period of 

Defendant Potik's cooperation, the Government reported several 

high-profile arrests and prosecutions of Russian Mafia groups 

operating in New York. 
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7 5. Upon information and belief, Defendant Patik provided 

active and valuable assistance in some if not all of those 

prosecutions. 

76. Upon information and belief, Defendant Potik's 

cooperation was the reason why the Government dismissed the 

Murder-For-Hire Prosecution against him. 

77. The dismissal of the Murder-For-Hire complaint in turn 

led Defendant Mitnik to disseminate false statements about 

Plaintiff. 

78. As the New York Post reported on June 16, 2016, in an 

article titled Bizarre Twist in Russian Magnate's 'Murder-for-

Hire' Suit: 

[SJ ources in New York socialite Ronit' s camp 
speculate that Oleg drew attention to the supposed 
plot as a red herring in their bitter $20million 
divorce battle, which also involves a custody fight 
over their two children and has been raging since 
2014. [T]he same sources speculate that either 
Oleg himself set up the plot in order to make it 
seem as if he were being threatened by his wife's 
family, or that someone else masterminded a scam 
designed to get Oleg to write a check for the 
$125,000, which he says he did. Either way, insiders 
believe the alleged assassination saga may have been 
used as an astonishing strategy in divorce court. 
"Oleg has what's been purported to be hundreds of 
millions of dollars sitting overseas and doesn't 
want to give that up in the divorce," said a source. 
"This was a great diversion." 

79. However, unbeknownst to the public and Plaintiff -- but 

well known to Defendants Patik and Mitnik at the time of their 

false accusations -- the day before dismissing the Murder-For-Hire 
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Complaint, on June 7, 2016, the Government filed, under seal, a 

criminal information charging Defendant Potik with conspiracy to 

use extortionate means to collect extensions of credit in 

violation of 18 U.S.C. § 894, a felony that had nothing to do with 

the Murder-For-Hire plot. 

80. Defendant Mitnik is directly liable for the publication 

and mass dissemination of the knowingly false and defamatory 

statements Per Se, that Plaintiff committed criminal acts of 

bribery of federal officials and making a false criminal 

complaint, specifically that Plaintiff orchestrated a fake murder 

plot to frame Defendant Potik. 

81. Upon information and belief, during the period of 

Defendant Potik's cooperation in "active law enforcement 

operations and investigations," the Government reported several 

major strikes against the Russian Mafia: 

• November 2016: New York Daily News, Feds Bust 9 
Members of Brooklyn-based Russian Criminal Enterprise 
(Nov. 9, 2016) ("Federal agents arrested nine reputed 

members of a Brooklyn-based Russian organized crime 
syndicate Wednesday with close ties to an underworld 
group in Eastern Europe known as Thieves in Law, 
authorities say. A 10-count indictment unsealed in 
Brooklyn Federal Court charges them with racketeering, 
extortion, loansharking, marijuana trafficking and 
illegal gambling."); 

• April 2017: New York Times, Three Brooklyn Clinics, 
6.3 Million Oxycodone Pills and 13 Indictments (Apr. 
7, 2017) ("Officials in New York arrested 12 people on 
Friday in what was described as a conspiracy involving 
three Brooklyn medical clinics that helped flood the 
streets with prescription painkillers while 
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82. 

defrauding Medicare and Medicaid out of millions of 
dollars. 'I have to say I've never really seen 
anything like it,' Bridget G. Brennan, New York City's 

,special narcotics prosecutor, said at a news 
conference on Friday"); 

• June 2017: New York Post, Russian Mobsters Arrested 
For Peddling Stolen Chocolate (June 7, 2017) ("Nearly 
three-dozen organized crime members were busted by 
federal authorities in Manhattan Wednesday for an odd 
mishmash of crimes - trafficking 5 tons of stolen 
chocolate as well as hordes of illegal cigarettes. The 
feds also accused the 32 men of a murder-for-hire 
conspiracy, an illegal poker operation in Brighton 
Beach, and of trying to convince a female associate to 
chloroform someone in Atlantic City so he could be 
robbed. The men were accused of trafficking in tens of 
thousands of dollars worth of stolen cigarettes, in 
addition to an astounding 10,000 pounds of chocolate 
confections, court papers say. Acting Manhattan US 
Attorney Joon Kim called the spectrum of alleged 
racketeering charges a "dizzying array of criminal 
schemes." Wednesday's action marks 'one o:f the :first 
:federal racketeering charges ever brought against a 
Russian 'vor, "' or mob boss, Kim said."). 

• June 2017: New York Daily News, Ex-Brooklyn Pol Busted 
in Medicaid, Painkiller Scam Hit With More Charges 
(June 14, 2017) ("A former Brooklyn state 
assemblyman previously busted for his role in a 
Medicaid and painkiller scam was slapped with 
additional charges Wednesday, authorities said. 
Alec Brook-Krasny, 59, a Democrat whose district 
covered Coney Island, surrendered to the Office of the 
Special Narcotics Prosecutor to face additional 
charges in connection to a scheme in which three 
Brooklyn clinics acted as pill mills. His new 
indictment includes four counts of commercial bribing 
in the first degree.") 

Upon information and belief, Defendant Potik's 

cooperation with the Government was a contributing factor in at 

least some, if not all, of these law enforcement actions. 
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83. Even though the Government dismissed its Murder-For-Hire 

Criminal Complaint against cooperating Defendant Potik, it 

continued to prosecute the other participants in the plot 

Kotlyarsky and Nayfeld -- based on the very same Murder-For-Hire 

plot. 

84. During the October 13, 2016 bail revocation hearing in 

the Kotlyarsky case, the Government stated in charging Kotlyarsky 

with an attempt to procure a false affidavit from Nayfeld that 

"Kotlyarsky was aware that the transaction on the whole was not 

about the sale of information" but about the actual Murder-For-

Hire plot: 

THE COURT: So the crux of it, if I understand it, is 
that it is the government's assertion that this man 
named in paragraph one [Plaintiff] was the subject 
of a murder-for-hire plot, and the defendant here, 
through an intermediary or otherwise, communicated 
to him that he could head it off for $50, 000. And 
the affidavit falsely communicates that the money 
was paid for information regarding this person named 
in paragraph two, when in truth and in fact, as 
known to the defendant, it was a payoff to head off 
the murder-for-hire plot. Is that correct? 

MR. THOMAS: That's correct, your Honor. 

85. The Government made this statement to the Court on 

October 13, 2016 - four months after its June 8, 2016 dismissal of 

the Murder-For-Hire complaint against Defendant Potik. 

86. On October 27, 2016, Kotlyarsky pled guilty and stated 

in his allocution prepared jointly with the government: 

In the summer of 2015, I learned that Boris Nayfeld 
had been hired by Anatoly Potik to kill an enemy of 
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Anatoly Potik. Based upon the description of the 
person, I believed the person to be killed was 
Potik's son-in-law, Oleg Mitnik. . It was later 
confirmed to me that indeed it was Mitnik who Potik 
had hired Nayfeld to kill Potik's son-in-law. 
I know Mitnik did so [paid Nayfeld] out of fear that 
if he did not, Nayfeld might follow through on his 
agreement with Patik to kill Mitnik. 

87. Nayfeld also pled guilty on October 12, 2016, stating in 

his plea allocution: 

THE DEFENDANT: Potik tol.d me that he had an enemy 
whom he wanted to kil.1. and asked me to assist him in 
corrrpl.eting that job. At that moment in time I was 
not aware that the person in question was his son
in-1.aw. I agreed with Kotlyarsky to receive money 
from Mitnik with the purpose that instead of killing 
him, I should stop all activities along these lines. 
In conclusion, I received a check for $50, 000 for 
that end. Mitnik would not pay me if he was unafraid 
of me and he knew nothing about my reputation. 

THE COURT: And Mitnik was the name of the son-in
law? 

THE DEFENDANT: (In English) Yes. 

88. The Court specifically inquired at Nayfeld's plea: 

THE COURT: All right. So let me just make sure I 
understand the story. So Mr. Potik introduces you to 
Kotlyarsky. Kotlyarksy hires you to collect debts 
for him in Russia and New York. Correct so far? 

THE DEFENDANT: Yes. 

THE COURT: All right. And Kotlyarksy knows about 
your reputation and your corrections with organized 
crime and that individuals are afraid of you. 

THE DEFENDANT: Yes. 

THE COURT: Mr. Potik says he's got a job for you, 
and Kotlyarsky then indicates to you that if you 
just go to the potential victim and tell the 
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victim about Potik wanting him dead, the victim will 
pay you that money, correct? 

THE DEFENDANT: Yes. 

89. The Government confirmed that testimony: 

THE COURT: So tell me what is going on here. Maybe I 
don't understand the story correctly. I thought that 
it was a conspiracy to extort money £rom the son-in
iaw in exchange £or not kiiiing the son-in-iaw. 

MR. THOMAS: Your Honor, that is the principai thrust 
0£ the charged conspiracy. 

90. As the New York Post summarized these proceedings in an 

October 13, 2016 article titled Mob Boss Who Spared Millionaire's 

Life Will Squeal on Mobster Cronies: 

A Brighton Beach mob boss - arrested for extorting a 
millionaire he was hired to murder - has agreed to 
squeal on his Russian mobster cronies, it emerged in 
Manhattan federal court Wednesday. 
Boris "Biba" Nayfeld, 69, signed a plea 
with "cooperation provisions," said 
federal Judge Katherine Forrest. 

agreement 
Manhattan 

Nayfeld has also agreed to testify if needed. 
The reputed heroin trafficker admitted in court that 
he has a reputation for "being associated with 
organized crime," and is singing to the feds in 
hopes of reducing his sentence in the bizarre hit 
plot. 
Nayfeld faces as much as 4 0 years in prison for 
first accepting a fee of $100, 000 to whack someone 
and then agreeing to spare the man's life if he paid 
him $125,000. 
Russian businessman Anatoly Potik allegedly asked 
Nayfeld to off his son-in-law, shipping magnate Oleg 
Mitnik, because Mitnik was embroiled in a $20 
million divorce with Potik's daughter. 
Nayfeld turned the hit job into a shake-down when he 
realized he could get a premium to not kill him, the 
feds have said. 
In court Wednesday, Nayfeld said his alleged co
conspirator, Boris Kotlyarsky, told him that Mitnik 
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was "a good guy" after Nayfeld revealed the devious 
plot to Kotlyarsky. 
"Why don't you relay that information to him 
(Mitnik) and he will pay you for that," Nayfeld said 
Kotlyarsky suggested. 
Mitnik, who runs TRT International, a Newark, [New 
Jersey freight-shipping company] did not return a 
request for comment. In discussing Nayfeld' s plea 
agreement, the judge told him he must "truthfully 
and completely disclose all information with respect 
to yourself and others about which the US Attorney's 
office is asking of you." 
"Yes," Nayfeld replied through a translator. 
"And the US Attorney can use that information for 
any purpose," the judge said. 
"Yes," Nayfeld replied. 
"And you are agreeing to testify if asked to 
testify?" she asked. 
"Yes," he said. 

91. In May 2017, Kotlyarsky's sentencing hearing took place. 

In the sentencing memorandum submitted on May 4, 2017 in 

connection with that sentencing, the Government repeated the same 

Murder-For-Hire plot it had first set out in the Criminal 

Complaint against Defendant Patik that it had since dismissed in 

favor of a lesser charge. 

92. On July 27, 2017, Nayfeld was sentenced on two counts of 

Interference with commerce by threat or violence, to which he pled 

guilty pursuant to his plea deal with the government and was 

sentenced to 23 months. 

93. In sum, except for Defendant Patik, the participants in 

the Murder-For-Hire plot have admitted it under oath on several 

occasions and never wavered from it or made any inconsistent 

statements and the Government has never wavered from its 
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premise that the Murder-For-Hire plot was the "principal thrust of 

the conspiracy," and sent the participants to jail based on that 

it. 

94. Caught red-handed but spared jail time by actively 

cooperating with the Government against his mafia associates, 

Defendant Potik, in concert and unison with his daughter Defendant 

Mitnik, proceeded to viciously and falsely blame Plaintiff 

himself, the victim of the murderous conspiracy, for the foiled 

attempt on Plaintiff's own life, claiming that Plaintiff had set 

up the whole plot to frame Defendant Potik, and even bribed the 

FBI to help him do so. 

95. Defendants knew that their claims were false, without 

any basis in fact, malicious and injurious to Plaintiff's personal 

and business reputation yet, they continued to peddle these 

injurious falsehoods and to disseminate them widely, intending to 

injure, and indeed severely injuring, Plaintiff's reputation, his 

relationship with his children, and children's relationship with 

each other. 

96. Defendant Potik, through his counsel, disseminated such 

falsehoods as follows (from Potik's counsel letter dated February 

2, 2016 in the criminal action) 

The second scenario is that Oleg Mitnik asked his 
long-time friend Kotlyarsky to help him set-up his 
father-in-law. They devised the scheme where Nayfeld 
would be used as the alleged hi tman contracted by 
Patik. In this scenario, Oleg paid Kotlyarsky in 
cash to help him set Potik up as trying to have him 
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killed. In this scenario, Nayfeld becomes the 
unwitting pawn thinking that he will make an easy 
score shaking down the wealthy alleged victim. Since 
Nayfeld is not in on the set-up, he tape records a 
conversation with Patik offering to kill Mitnik for 
$50, 000. Nayfeld is prepared to play a portion of 
the tape to Mitnik if the alleged victim is 
skeptical about the contract. To Nayfeld this is an 
easy pay day from an extremely wealthy mark. 

97. Defendant Mitnik likewise told her friends and wider 

social circle that Plaintiff bribed the FBI to have Defendant 

Potik arrested. See ~ 78 herein. 

98. Defendant Mitnik went so far as to tell the Mitniks' 

children's therapist, Dr. Lanie Resnick, that Plaintiff bribed the 

FBI to have Defendant Potik arrested. In June 2016, Defendant 

Mitnik actually demanded that Dr. Resnick inform the couple's 

minor son that Plaintiff bribed the FBI to arrest Defendant Patik. 

When Dr. Resnick refused to do so, Defendant Mitnik stopped 

communicating with Dr. Resnick, and has not spoken with her since 

June 2016. 

99. Defendant Mitnik's deliberate falsehoods destroyed 

Plaintiff's relationship with his daughter, because Defendant 

Mitnik had poisoned the daughter's mind with the falsehoods about 

Plaintiff's purported attempt to frame her grandfather, Defendant 

Patik, and manipulated her into believing that Plaintiff, her 

father, was her enemy. 

100. Moreover, Defendant Mitnik caused others to republish 

false allegations that Plaintiff committed criminal acts of 
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bribery of federal officials and making a false criminal 

complaint, as relayed in the New York Post story Bizarre Twist in 

Russian Magnate's 'Murder-for-Hire' Suit, published on June 16, 

2016, as quoted in paragraph 78 herein. 

101. Defendants' scenario of Plaintiff's setting up the 

murder conspiracy (that sent two of its participants to jail) is a 

thoroughly false contrivance: it is unsupported by any evidence, 

contrary to the criminal record in this matter, and flies in the 

face of Kotlyarsky' s and Nayfeld' s actual prison terms and their 

plea deals made with the Government, and Defendant Potik' s own 

nolle prosecui release for health reasons only, and only after his 

own plea deal had been twice rejected by the Court. 

102. Accordingly, Plaintiff bring this action for the 

negligent infliction of severe emotional and mental distress, 

extreme fear, and overwhelming anxiety that the Defendants' 

actions had caused and continue to cause him, as well as for 

Defendants' injurious falsehoods and defamatory statements which 

were intended to destroy and which are destroying Plaintiff's 

reputation, his relationship with his two children, and his 

children's relationship with each other. 

STATEMENT OF CLAIMS 

COUNT I 
Negligent Infliction of Emotional Distress 

103. Plaintiff repeats and realleges all paragraphs of this 

Complaint as if fully set forth herein. 
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104. Defendants by their actions as alleged herein caused 

Plaintiff to experience intense fear for his life and to live with 

that fear since 2015 and until the present. 

105. Defendants' infliction of severe emotional distress, 

extreme fear, anxiety and mental suffering was negligent, as 

Defendants did not intend to cause Plaintiff to fear for his life 

but to have him murdered. 

106. Defendants are jointly and severally liable to Plaintiff 

for his injuries in an amount to be determined at trial. 

COUNT II 
Defamation 

107. Plaintiff repeats and realleges all paragraphs of this 

Complaint as if fully set forth herein. 

108. Commencing in 2016 and continuing to this day, 

Defendants published and disseminated to third parties false and 

defamatory statements about Plaintiff, which have ruined his 

personal and business reputation, his relationship with his 

daughter, and his children's relationship with each other. 

109. In particular, upon information and belief, Defendants 

published false allegations that Plaintiff committed criminal acts 

of bribery of federal officials and making a false criminal 

complaint, specifically that Plaintiff had concocted a "murder-

for-hire plot" against his own life in order to frame Defendant 

Patik, and even bribed federal agents to help him carry out this 

scheme. By these false statements, Defendants maliciously accused 
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Plaintiff of committing multiple felonies, which satisfies the 

elements of Defamation Per Se. 

110. These allegations were false, and Defendants knew or 

should have known that they were false at the time of making and 

repeating those allegations. 

111. Without any justification or excuse, Defendants 

published those false and defamatory statements to third parties 

and caused those statements to be further disseminated by mass 

media. 

112. Defendants' false and defamatory statements directly and 

proximately caused Plaintiff's damages, including injury to his 

personal and business reputation and to his relationship with his 

daughter, in an amount to be determined at trial. 

PRAYER FOR RELIEF AND JURY DEMAND 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff respectfully requests: 

A. Compensatory and consequential damages in an amount to be 

determined at trial but no less than $20 million for losses 

incurred by Plaintiff; 

B. Interest on those damages; 

C. Such other relief as is just, fair and equitable; and 

D. A jury trial on all counts. 
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Respectfully Submitted, 

~:4afae--
. 't /_ff Dimi ry Jo e 

JOFFE LAW P.C. 
230 Park Avenue, 10 Fl. 
New York, NY 10169 
212-309-8711 
Dimitry@joffe.law 

Counsel for Plaintiff 
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 
COUNTY OF NEW YORK 
-------------------------------------x 
OLEG MITNIK, 

Plaintiff 1 

-against-

ANATOLY POTH\ and 
RONIT MITNIK, a/k/a INNA POTIK, 
a/k/a RONIT POTIK, 

Defendants. 
-------------------------------------x 

VERIFICATION 

STATE OF NEW JERSEY 
ss: 

COUNTY OF ESSEX 

Inde:x No. 

OLEG MITNIK, being duly sworn, says: I am the Plaintiff 

in the within action. I have read the annexed VERIFIED COMPLAINT 

and know the contents thereof to be true, except those matters 

therein which are stated to be alleged on information and belief, 

and to those matters as I believe them to be 

sworn to me before on this 
8th day of March 2018 

Notary Public 

Mr. Alexander Bogusz 
Notary Public of New Jersey 

ID# 2433802 
My Commission Expires 5/9/2018 
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